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EIIS: Frequently Asked Questions 

1.    What is the Employment and Investment Incentive Scheme (“EIIS”)?
         The EIIS is a tax relief incentive scheme which enables investors to deduct the cost of their investment from their total income for

income tax purposes.

2.    What is the term of an EIIS investment?
         Shares must be held for a minimum of 4 years to avail of the tax relief.

3.    What is the tax relief an investor obtains?
         30% of the investment in year 1 and a further 10% after year 4* (once conditions have been met).

4.    What is the limit on the amount of investment on which relief can be obtained?
         €150,000 per individual. A married couple can each obtain individual relief on an investment of €150,000, provided each spouse

has sufficient taxable income.

5.    Do I have to invest in one company only?
         No there is no limit to the number of companies an investor can invest in but tax relief is subject to an overall investment limit of

€150,000 and the Cantor Fitzgerald minimum per company is €25,000.

6.    When are EIIS investments made?
         EIIS investments are made before year end to avail of tax relief for income earned in that year.

         Cantor Fitzgerald will be coming to market with a number of EIIS investment opportunities in Q4 2015.

7.    What type of client is this suitable for? 
         An individual with a taxable income liability in the year the EIIS investment is made. Taxable income includes (1) pAyE earnings

(2) rental income from property held in a personal capacity (3) bank deposit interest income and (4) ARF distribution income.

8.    When can I get my tax relief back?
         Initial 30% tax relief is obtained for the year the investment is made, i.e. for an investment made in 2015, the investor will get 30%

relief in his/her 2015 tax return (usually filed in 2016). 

         The remaining 10% tax relief is obtained after year 4 of the investment, i.e. for an investment made in 2015, the investor will get
final 10% relief in their 2020 tax return. 

9.    Is my investment capital guaranteed? 
         No. The investor is acquiring ordinary share capital in the investee company and the value of that company may rise or fall. 

10.  Can I exit the investment during the four years if I need liquidity?
         No. An early exit will result in claw back of any tax relief obtained.

11.  What additional criteria must the company meet in order to avail of the final 10%
relief?

         Additional criteria typically entail increasing employment levels within the business or demonstrating that pre defined R&D
expenditure has occurred.

* The Finance Bill 2014, published on 23rd October 2014, proposed a number of changes to the EIIS. These changes are subject to European Commission approval with
a decision expected in October 2015. In the event that EU approval is not obtained, EIIS will be subject to criteria per The 2011 Finance Act.
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12.  How do I get an update on the performance of the company during the investment
term? 

         The investee company will be obliged to update investors on an annual basis.

13.  Will I own shares in the company?
         yes. Investment will be by way of ordinary share capital in the investee company.

14.  How do I claim back my tax relief? 
         Revenue will issue an RICT Form (EII 3 Form) to the investee company and the company will pass this onto Cantor Fitzgerald who

will forward it onto investors. The RICT form is typically received circa. 6 months post the investment. Investors will submit this
form to their local Revenue office or Accountant to process the claim for relief.

         With regard to the 10% relief obtained once the shares have been held for a minimum of 4 years, the process to claim this relief
is identical to that as outlined above. Revenue will issue an EII 3A form (typically 3-6 months post expiry of 4 year term) and
investors then submit this form to their local Revenue office or Accountant to process the claim. 

15.  What happens if the investee company performs badly? 
         Investors will still obtain full tax relief (once conditions have been met), however the value of the shares may have declined due

to poor performance by the company. 

         The company will redeem the shares at market value after year 4.

16.  Does Cantor Fitzgerald have a history of these investments? 
         yes. Since EIIS was introduced in 2011, Cantor Fitzgerald has completed 6 investments totalling in excess of €13m across sectors

including, renewable energy, technology and food manufacturing.  

         The first EIIS investment completed by Cantor Fitzgerald in 2011 was successfully exited in 2015 and returned to investors their
original capital plus an upside of 9%. 

         The investment return together with the tax relief delivered investors an IRR of circa 17%.

17.  What paper work do I need to complete to open an account with Cantor Fitzgerald and
invest in the EIIS product?

         •  Advisory account form.

         •  Letter of Commitment.

         •  Certified copy of ID (passport or drivers license).

         •  Two original utility bills not more than 6 months old.

         •  Wire transfer to Cantor Fitzgerald (Cheques not accepted).
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Disclaimer

Cantor Fitzgerald Ireland Ltd is regulated by the Central Bank of Ireland. Cantor Fitzgerald Ireland Ltd is a member firm of the Irish Stock Exchange
and the London Stock Exchange.

This marketing communication is intended for transmission to Irish retail clients of Cantor Fitzgerald Ireland Ltd. It is not intended for nor should
it be distributed to any investors outside of Ireland nor for institutional nor professional clients or non Irish clients of Cantor Group Companies
other than Cantor Fitzgerald Ireland Ltd.

This marketing communication has been prepared by Cantor Fitzgerald Ireland Ltd for information purposes only and has been prepared without
regard to the individual financial circumstances and objectives of persons who receive it.  This marketing communication is not intended to and
does not constitute personal recommendations/investment advice nor does it provide the sole basis for any evaluation of the securities discussed.
Specifically, the information contained in this marketing communication should not be taken as an offer or solicitation of investment advice, or
encourage the purchase or sale of any particular security. Not all recommendations are necessarily suitable for all investors and Cantor Fitzgerald
Ireland Ltd recommend that specific advice should always be sought prior to investment, based on the particular circumstances of the investor.

Although the information in this marketing communication has been obtained from sources, which Cantor Fitzgerald Ireland Ltd believes to be
reliable and all reasonable efforts are made to present accurate information Cantor Fitzgerald Ireland Ltd gives no warranty or guarantee as to,
and does not accept responsibility for, the correctness, completeness, timeliness or accuracy of the information provided or its transmission.
Furthermore and specifically detailed financial forecasts have not been completed in the preparation of this communication.  Neither Cantor
Fitzgerald Ireland Ltd, nor any of its employees, directors or agent, shall be liable to for any losses, damages, costs, claims, demands or expenses of
any kind whatsoever, whether direct or indirect, suffered or incurred in consequence of any use of, or reliance upon, the information. Any person
acting on the information contained in this marketing communication does so entirely at his or her own risk.

All estimates, views and opinions included in this marketing communication constitute Cantor Fitzgerald Ireland Ltd’s best current judgment as
of the date of the note but may be subject to change without notice. Any changes to assumptions or in market circumstance may have a material
impact on any recommendations made herein. By publishing this marketing communication there is no further obligation on Cantor Fitzgerald
Ireland Ltd to update this document or provide revised or new marketing communications on the subject matter regardless of future change in
circumstance. It should be noted that due to the nature of financial markets all such marketing communications are by their nature dated at the
time of publication. Cantor Fitzgerald Ireland Ltd or any affiliate or successor of Cantor Fitzgerald Ireland Ltd may produce independent investment
research on the subject matter of this marketing communication in the future, and the contents, views, opinions and any estimates or conclusions
contained therein may differ from those contained in this marketing communication. In the event that Cantor Fitzgerald Ireland Ltd or any affiliate
or successor of Cantor Fitzgerald Ireland Ltd does produce independent investment research, Cantor Fitzgerald Ireland Ltd does not have any
obligation to re-issue or to update this marketing communication or its contents.

Unless specifically indicated to the contrary this marketing communication has not been disclosed to the issuer of the security, referenced herein,
in advance of publication, nor have any facts been verified with them or their agents.

past performance is not a reliable guide to future performance. The value of an investment may go down as well as up.  Investments denominated
in foreign currencies are subject to fluctuations in exchange rates, which may have an adverse affect on the value of the investments, sale proceeds,
and on dividend or interest income. The income you get from an investment may go down as well as up. Figures quoted in any marketing
communication are estimates only; they are not a reliable guide to the future performance of any investment.

It is noted that research analysts' compensation is impacted upon by overall firm profitability and accordingly may be affected to some extent by
revenues arising from other Cantor Fitzgerald Ireland Ltd business units. Revenues in these business units may derive in part from the
recommendations or views in this marketing communication. Notwithstanding, Cantor Fitzgerald Ireland Ltd is satisfied that the objectivity of
views contained in this note have not been compromised. Cantor Fitzgerald Ireland Ltd permits staff to own shares and/ or derivative positions in
the companies they disseminate or publish research, views and recommendations on. Nonetheless Cantor Fitzgerald Ireland Ltd is satisfied as to
the impartiality of research, views and recommendations remains assured. Cantor Fitzgerald Ireland Ltd’s Conflicts of Interest policy is available on
www.cantorfitzgerald.ie 

The information contained in this communication is not a research recommendation or ‘investment research’ and is classified as a
‘Marketing Communication’ in accordance with the European Communities (Markets in Financial Instruments) Regulations 2007. This
means that this marketing communication (a) has not been prepared in accordance with legal requirements designed to promote the
independence of investment research (b) is not subject to any prohibition on dealing ahead of the dissemination of investment research.
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DUBLIN: 75 St. Stephen’s Green, Dublin 2, Ireland. Tel : +353 1 633 3633. Fax : +353 1 633 3856/+353 1 633 3857
CORK: 45 South Mall, Cork. Tel: +353 21 422 2122.
LIMERICK: Theatre Court, Lower Mallow Street, Limerick. Tel: +353 61 436500. 

email : eiis@cantor.com   web : www.cantorfitzgerald.ie


